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The Course Notes for this week are coming out later than usual because we’ve been waiting to post these until after a series of 
meetings, phone calls and texts between coaches and administrators about next steps. Before getting to that information, however, 
a quick reminder that there are still a handful of people who need to take care some first steps from the list of the items on the 
checklist below, so if you haven’t yet, please take care of these as soon as possible: 
 

BEGINNING OF SUMMER CONDITIONING CHECKLIST: 
1) Registered for Summer Conditioning reg. ($35/50)   https://valkyrierunning.com/event/summer-conditioning/ 
2) Completed you Summer Conditioning Waiver  https://valkyrierunning.com/summer-conditioning-registration/ 
3) VRC website membership - via registration or   https://valkyrierunning.com/add-athlete/   

For parents:     https://valkyrierunning.com/member-registration/  
4) Joined Remind for text updates   text @smwestxc to 81010 
5) Completed your training Week 1 and Week 2 logs (workouts were discussed on Monday) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mZIiRBZPbiYFSCQnZR5_o0mfb6iTr2TEDW789CTW_bE/edit?usp=sharing 
6) Week 1 Assignment – Identify Your 3-5 Core Values* 
7) Week 2 Assignment – Write a Letter to yourself about who you want to be and what you want to accomplish as a runner 

and teammate this season.* 
 

*The Week 1 and Week 2 assignments (items 6 and 7 should be emailed to all 3 coaches when completed at: 
jeffonnen@smsd.org          rachaelschaffer@smsd.org      ashtonshanks@smsd.org 

 

NEXT STEPS:  
On Monday of this week we held three separate Zoom meetings for our Black, Gold and White training groups which were exciting 
because for the first time it began to give us as coaches as sense of what our team might look like this fall. It was good to see a lot of 
familiar faces present and especially good to see several new faces in attendance as well. Based on those who have expressed 
interest in Summer Conditioning in one form or another, at this point it looks like the 2020 team may be the largest we’ve had in 
several years which is exciting. All three of us coaches are definitely excited to work with you on exploring your passion and 
potential for running and to see where that takes you!  
 

That said, as many of you are already aware, those Zoom team meetings may be the last we’ll hold for the foreseeable future 
because the SMSD administration moved up the start date for live workouts to this coming Monday June 15th. We are cautiously 
optimistic about this. Personally, I’ve only been able to run with another person twice since before spring break and I’ve definitely 
missed that aspect of running. Still, we understand that each family is unique and there are different approaches with respect to 
social distancing (those who are being super cautious and those who are taking more risks). SMSD has set up specific guidelines to 
help us take this move towards live workouts while minimizing the risk to individuals participating. It will be important for all of us to 
adhere to them. As was emphasized to all of the coaches in one of our meetings earlier this week, we should all understand that 
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there is a group of people who have worked very hard to allow us to have this privilege and opportunity and we definitely don’t 
want to do anything to jeopardize losing that. With that in mind, the plan for next week is as follows: 
 

- Live workouts meeting at SM West 
- Do not come to conditioning if you have 

a) Tested positive for COVID-19 
b) Been exposed to COVID 19 and have not completed a 14-day quarantine and received medical clearance 
c) Experienced a fever over 100.4 in the last 14 days, or currently have a cough, shortness of breath, sore loss of smell, 

throat/congestion, headaches/chills or muscle/joint pain (not associated with conditioning), nausea/vomiting, diarrhea 
- Pick up/drop off will be in the Antioch lot on the east side of campus 
- No carpooling to/from conditioning will be allowed 
- Report times: 

BLACK = 7:00 at the Track (Returning HS runners who have been notified by a coach that they are in this group. Look for a 
text on Sunday evening) 
GOLD = 7:20 at the Track (All other returning HS runners) 
WHITE = 7:40 at the Track (New and middle school runners) 
*Your training group may change based on your fitness level 

- Attendance will be taken each day in case contact tracing is necessary 
- Maintain 6 feet of distance as much as possible 
- Athletes and coaches should bring their own water bottles. No drinking fountains or water stations will be available 
- Small bags will be permitted for personal belongings including, but not limited to keys, water bottle, face mask, cell phone, 

hand sanitizer and should be placed in a designated area with at lease 3 feet between. NOTE: We are also suggesting 
runners bring a towel or yoga mat to do core work and stretching on. 

- No high fives, fist bumps, hugging etc. allowed 
- No food consumption outside of water bottles allowed on campus 
- Restroom use in the building will be limited to one person at a time and you will have to sign in 
- Participants must leave campus as soon as their conditioning is completed for the day 
- Parents picking up after conditioning must remain in their cars in the parking lot 
- Those who willfully disobey any of these guidelines will be asked not to return 

 

I know this may seem heavy handed and like a lot to some of you, but it is important for a couple of reasons. First and foremost, 
these guidelines were developed to minimize the health risk to you and others (your family and friends who you could get sick even 
if you are asymptomatic). Secondly, I have asked and been granted permission to begin holding Summer Conditioning for XC at 
Electric Park starting on Monday June 22. This, however, is entirely dependent on us showing that we can follow the guidelines listed 
above when we meet at SM West this coming week and assuming that nothing else outside of our control changes between now 
and then. Again, we are taking a cautiously optimistic approach about all of this and if there’s one thing I’ve learned during the last 
few months it is to not get too emotionally invested in trying to manage or worry too much about aspects of our life we don’t 
control that aren’t actually life and death.  
 

So, with that, I’ll close by saying that we are excited to see all of you at SM West this coming week! It will be (and already has been) 
a season like no other. If you have questions, concerns or need some help with any of the items on the checklist don’t hesitate to 
reach out to one of us coaches. 
 


